
Included Parts
Wireless Charging Puck
Phone Mounting Plate
USB-C Charging Cable

2. Mag Flex Plate Installation tool 
has guide lines, ABCDE and 123.

1. Wipe phone or case surface 
with included wipe before 
applying template.

3. Point pull tab up and make sure Mob 
Armor Logo is positioned the direction you 
want it positioned. Peel down center tab to 
expose the adhesive center of Mag Flex 
Plate. Use letter and number markers to 
find the center of your phone over your 
wireless charging location. 
Note: Mag Safe Cases and Phones will magnetically 
position center. Non Mag Safe devices will require 
alignment template.

4. Hold down center of Mag Flex Plate with 
one hand and peel down and back the sides 
of position template. Double check you are 
centered and aligned than remove template. 
Press firmly with both hands the Mag Flex 
plate to your phone or case. Lets Adhesive 
cure for 10 minutes before use.

1. Attach charger to 
mount before plugging in.

2. Connect USB-C Cable 
to mount and adapter.

Phone Mounting Plate Installation

Using With MobNetic Mounts

Installation & Instructions

3. Mount charger and MobNetic 
mount to desired location.

      WARNING: Do not use magnetic mount near hard-drive based 
devices such as an iPod Classic / Video. Use caution when using near 
pacemakers and other medical devices. 

Check local and state vehicle laws regarding mobile device mounting 
and use. Do not mount any device on or near vehicle airbags.

       WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including DEHP, DINP and BPA, which are known to the State of 
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive 
harm.For more information go to www.p65wrnings.ca.gov 

It is possible for the Wireless Charger / Transmitter to 
interfere with some wireless systems within a car. 
Specifically, key fobs with immobilizers, keyless start 
systems or tire pressure monitors.
It is recommended to test the location of your transmitter 
before deciding on final placement. Most interference 
issues will be minimized by considering the following 
placement guidelines:
Install transmitter a minimum of 10 inches away from the 
ignition lock, key fob docking station, or any location 
where the key fob might be stored while driving.
If the transmitter cannot be located a sufficient distance 
away as described above, please use the following 
suggestions whenever possible:
- Insert the key fob into the docking slot whenever 
possible while operating the transmitter.
- Connect the transmitter to a 12-volt accessory port that 
is powered only while the vehicle's ignition is in the 
"ACC" or "ON" position.
- Place phone on transmitter after vehicle is started.

      WARNING:

IMPORTANT!
IF YOU NEED WARRANTY SERVICE OR REPLACEMENT
PARTS, PLEASE REACH OUT TO US DIRECTLY!

DO NOT RETURN PRODUCT TO RETAILER!

(805) 214-1815

Compatible with MobNetic Maxx, 
MobNetic Pro 90, MobNetic Go, 
MobNetic Stik, MobNetic STXX


